Unified Communication
By Legos & BroadSoft

Unified Communication
One platform to rule them all!
Help your clients to manage their everyday collaboration
by providing a single platform for calls, chat and
video-conferencing.

Available on any device (fixed phones, mobile phones, tablet
and desktops), Broadcloud by Legos is a:

•

Cloud IPBX

•

Messaging software

•

Conferencing tool (calls & videos)

Features catalog & pricing

Basic Offer
Feaures for end-users
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Forward

Forward a call to
another user.

Video calls

For video-enabled
phones.

Speed Dial

Create shortcodes
(btwn 00-99) to
quickly call your
favorite numbers.

Group Calls

Multiple user calls. You
can add people prior
to your call or during
the call.
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Extensions

Use the last digits
of a colleague’s
number to call
him/her.

Fax to email
Receive your
faxes on your
email inbox

Caller History

Keep track of
previous activity.

Redial

Call the last
number dialed or
the last caller.

Call notifier

Get notified of certain
calls, based on criterias
you predefined.
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Basic offer
Feaures for administrators

Transfers
Set transfering rules. For
instance, « transfering to
phone B when A is offhook »

Access codes
Control certain
configurations with
access codes.

Group Pick-up
Any member of a predefined group can
answer.

Queues
Manage the situations where
all your lines are busy, Create
a waiting message/tone.

Sequences
If phone A doesn’t answer,
then phone B rings…
Various and complex
scenarios.

Caller ID
Choose to show/hide the
caller ID (name/number)
for inbound & outbound
calls.

Filters
Apply selective call
acceptance on
multiple criterias.
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User Interface
Included in the BASIC offer

Voicemail

Set up a voice mail with an automatic message.
Users can view their faxes and voice messages on
both the web inteface.

Entreprise & personnal
Directories

Directories can be manage at the company
level by the admins and at the individual level
by the users themselves through the web &
the app.
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Standard Offer
Also includes

Broadsoft
Basic

Welcome.

DO
NOT
DISTURB

+
Mobility

Work anywhere

Status

You sync your mobile &
fixed numbers. A call
from your mobile can
appear as your fixed
phone.

Users can receive their
broadcloud calls on any
landline or mobile phone.

Pre-Alert Annoucement

Users can set a status
like « do not disturb »,
« busy », « idle »

Customizable annoucement to
the calling party before
alerting the user.

Barge-in
Allow/disallow barge-in.

Premium Offer
Also includes

Broadsoft
Standard

+

Hoteling

Capacity

Hosted telephony where a user can log in to a
certain phone while keeping all its profile
settings/data.

You can have more capacity on several features
like the enabling 35 phones to ring simultaneously
instead of 5 for standard and 1 for Basic.
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UC-One: a Unified Communication app
Included in Standard & Premium
UC-One is a suite of communications and collaboration apps that let you call,
message, and meet with anyone from any device.
It’s HD video, voice, messaging, screen sharing, file sharing and conferencing in
a single easy-to-use cloud application that integrates with your business apps.

You choose how you want to work!
On your PC, tablet or smartphone.
Ask for a demo

Broadsoft Hub
Included in Standard & Premium
Information proliferation is a reality in the modern workplace. Connecting the dots and
keeping it all together can feel like a struggle.
BroadSoft’s Hub cloud aggregation service makes everything simpler. It combines your
communications with your business cloud applications and puts what’s important to your
conversation together in one place.
Your users can access their emails and drive directly from BroadCloud.

Other services

Ask for a demo

Thank you!

